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Anyone who has experienced emotional abuse, physical abuse, or covert hostility will have an

understanding of just how difficult it is to get rid of bad people. Those who are fortunate

enough to have never dealt with narcissists, psychopaths, or haters simply cannot understand

that it's not simply a matter of saying "no" or of declaring personal boundaries. There is a level

of persistence exhibited by destructive and abusive individuals which transcends reason.This

book will show you how to get rid of these parasites once and for all.



SOUL-TICS:HOW TO GET RID OF THE NARCISSISTS,PSYCHOPATHS, AND HATERS IN

YOUR LIFE 2nd EditionBy Jon BetCopyright 2018 Introduction Anyone who has experienced

emotional abuse, physical abuse, or covert hostility will have an understanding of just how

difficult it is to get rid of bad people.Those who are fortunate enough to have never dealt with

narcissists, psychopaths, or haters simply cannot understand that it's not simply a matter of

saying "no" or of declaring personal boundaries.There is a level of persistence exhibited by

destructive and abusive individuals which transcends reason. This is written for those who

have never dealt with soul-tics yet, and for those who are presently entangled, seeking a way

out.In my life, I have been targeted by narcissist, haters, and other assorted abusers for

reasons which aren't explicitly relevant to this book so I'll focus on solutions. However, it does

bear mentioning that there is a level of complicity in the victim. That is, the more ignorant one is

about what makes him or her a potential victim, the more one will be targeted.Therefore, the

solutions will take a more holistic approach to solving the problem. It takes more than merely

changing your locks or your phone number because the kinds of people who fit the label of

“soul-tic” are precisely those kinds who are adept at getting into our live by getting around our

defenses.This book is organized into three sections:How to identify a Soul-ticHow to get rid of

oneHow to remain Soul-tic freeEach will include real examples from my own life about how I

liberated myself from these destructive parasites and how I remain free to this

day. Contents PART I: How to Identify a Soul-ticPART II: How to Get Rid of a Soul-ticPART III:

How to Remain Soul-tic FreeSummaryAfterword PART I: How to Identify a Soul-tic "By their

fruits ye shall know them…” Matthew 7:20 There are several attributes which describe a Soul-

tic: a. They are highly manipulative.They use covert or indirect means to get what they want.

Their tactics include guilt-trips, feigned helplessness, and subtle attacks upon your self-

esteem.b. They are egomaniacal.They have a self-image which is grossly disproportionate to

their actual achievements. Worse, they use lies and exaggerations to bolster their false,

grandiose self-image.c. They are emotionally arrested.

Noname, “Five Stars. Very excellent and quick read.”

Jada, “To the point!. Short and sweet and so true, it isn't east to break the cycle.But when you

get sick and tired of being sick and tired, you will take action!”

The book by Tony Newton has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 6 people have provided feedback.
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